CSC207 PCRS Errata - Winter 2018

Last Updated: Sat April 28, 2018

Location:
Shadowing & Casting & Overriding - Part 3 of 3

Correction/Clarification:
None of the given answers are correct. The correct answer is:

I am dancing like a BeginnerDancer
I am dancing like a BalletDancer
I am dancing like a BalletDancer
BeginnerDancerCertificate

Location:
Classes - Part 1 of 3

Correction/Clarification:
Regarding the following sentence in this passage: "Methods may legitimately be part of the API of a class, in which case you have a good reason not to make them public. But variables rarely belong in the API."

For clarity, this sentence should be read "Methods may legitimately be part of the API of a class, in which case you have a good reason not to make [instance and class variables] public."

Location:
Quest 1 > Alias > Alias: Method aliases 3

Correction/Clarification:
The third answer ("i == A.func3(i)") evaluates to true and is (incorrectly) marked as false. All together, the five answers should be: true, true, true, true, false

Location:
Quest 3 > super > super - Part 2 of 4

This bug is fixed for CSC207 Winter 2018.

Correction/Clarification:
The following code results in an error and so should not be checked off:

```java
public class Child extends Parent {
    private char a;

    public Child() {
        super();
        this.c = super.func();
    }
}
```

**Location:**
Quest 1 > Alias > Alias - Part 1 of 4

**Correction/Clarification:**
Under the section “Making a copy in order to avoid side-effects”, the second element of copy2 (id66) should be id77 instead of id11.